19 March 2012

PRESS RELEASE - iShower®, steamomatic®, bathovision® and more
bathroom technology from Unique Automation® featured in the Bathroom of
the Future in the House of the Future at the Ideal Home Show 2012
Unique Automation teamed up with Sekon Glass and Geberit to present the most
technologically advanced minimalist bathroom yet. In just over two square meters one can
find a diversity of glass finishes fused together with futuristic bathroom automation
technology. The glass bathroom has solid glass walls and floors with control interfaces
printed or laminated to the reverse side leaving the user side free from clutter, helping the
design flow and purifying the scheme. Below is a visual representation of the main shower
wall highlighting the area of embedded technology.
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The product highlights:
iShower ceiling™ can be of any size with multi-outlet shower arrangements, fragrance
dispensing, colour LED lighting, speakers, ventilation and more, behind a solid surface and
hidden from the eye when not in use. On show is a system with 3 rain functions, one
waterfall, 3 colour LED zones, stereo speakers and 4 shampoo/conditioner dispensers.
The size is 500mm wide with a projection of 700 and the water flow is precisely controlled
from couple of litres per minute to over a hundred.
Steamomatic. For centuries, different cultures embraced the healing power of steam to
soothe their bodies and clear their minds. Taking a steam bath strengthens your immune
system, keeps your body healthy and regulates your skin's natural moisture balance.
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The combination of steam, light, fragrance and sound leads to maximum relaxation and
vitalisation. With steamomatic® you will have your own SPA at home. steamomatic® is the
world's first steam generator which can be set from anywhere through the Internet. TCP/IP
control is provided for control through a web page using smartphones, computers or home
automation systems and also mobile device native applications.
iShower. Utilising cutting edge technology iShower controls up to twelve water-falls,
shower-heads, hand-showers, body-jets and more through a single solid state glass
interface. True waterworks can be built into any bathroom without compromising on
aesthetics and performance. The temperature and flow at each outlet is individually
controlled allowing for unparalleled configuration of personal presets and experiences. One
can use as little as few litres of water per minute or hundreds. We present the ultimate
water control leaving the customer to define its use. Options include perfumes and lights as
well as the iShower app which is available from the Apple App Store.
Grey Water Recycling - After intelligent processing, slightly polluted water from the shower
and washbasin is reused for flushing the toilet. This supply is available wherever the
shower and basin are used saving annually tens of thousands of litres of water in domestic
households, and significantly more in hotels. Reusing water reduces drinking water and
waste water costs. Grey water recycling therefore pays for itself in a few years. Reuse of
water reduces the load on valuable ground water reserves, and also reduces the drainage
burden.
There are more features and these will be listed with details on our website shortly.
Although futuristic this is based on real products one can acquire and enjoy today.
For further information visit www.uniqueautomation.co.uk or telephone +44 (0) 20 7740 3910
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